The proposed approach is to design a tracking controller for five degree-of-freedom coplanar nanostage which can provide high precision applications. This study propose a viscoelastic creep model, it was modeled as a series connection of springs and dampers to describe the creep effect. Then, utilize a PI controller using Taguchi method to search the optimization parameters to suppress the tracking error. Finally, a cross-coupling control scheme is proposed to eliminate the contour error which is typical in dual-axes tracking control problem. The developed approaches are numerically and experimentally verified which demonstrate performance and applicability.
Introduction
The compensation methods of the piezoelectric creep effect have been few proposed. Kuhnen [1] propose a feed-forward controller is consisted by linear creep operator cascade the hysteresis operator, it succeed in calculate displacement, and design for inverse feed-forward controller and compensation nonlinear effects using ( ) log t type creep dynamic model [2] . Croft [3] was modeled as a series connection of springs and dampers, combine with Preisach model and vibration model to compensation positioning precision. In dual-axes tracking control system, Zhou and Tan [4] utilize the PI controller operated the piezoelectric actuators, the positioning precision to achieve 20nm. Koren [5] propose structure of symmetrically cross-coupling control scheme, which primary utilize digital differential analyzer improve the contour error, and adjust cross-coupling control gain to fit for each tracking trajectory. However, there are still some practical problems. First, the contour error which is typical in dual-axes tracking control problem is unsolved.
In this paper, we proposed Genetic algorithms to choose seven optimality parameters for viscoelastic creep model. A Taguchi method based cross-coupling control scheme is proposed to eliminate the contour error. Extensive simulations and experimental results are presented to confirm our proposed approach.
Viscoelastic Creep Model
The low-frequency response of the piezoactuator was modeled can be described as 
In the above definitions, ( ) x t is the measured output, ( ) i x t is the predicted output from the creep model, and i is the number of measured data points. 
Binary Genetic Algorithms
Defined a suitable fitness function as (4) , which is index of simulation error. In terminal condition, assume that t tend to 0, and simply defined as follows
Cross-Coupling Controller
Cross-coupling control theorem utilizes geometry of rectangular coordinate to integrate tracking error of each axis. Therefore, derived control gain and compensation for contour error. By this control method, which were cooperatively influenced the position precision of each axis to adjust motion direction of platform, to achieve minimize contour error. As shown in are the tracking errors with respect to the individual axis, dn p is the desired position, an p is the corresponding actual position and n p is the position on the reference trajectory that is closest to an p .
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The overall tracking error is defined to be the difference between dn p and an p . The contour error is 
whereθ is the angle of the linear contour with respect to the X axis. Let 
(8) To improve the positioning accuracy in the dual-axes system, our approach is achieved by providing cross-coupling control whereby the tracking and contour errors will be controlled directly. The architecture of a dual-axes cross-coupling system are obtained 
Taguchi Method
The Taguchi method uses a special design of orthogonal arrays (OAs) to study the entire parameter space using a small number of experiments only. The experimental results then are transformed into a signal-to-noise ratio ( / S N ratio) to evaluate the performance. According to certain derived standard OAs, two or more parameters can be simultaneously and independently evaluated in a minimum number of tests for their abilities to affect the variability of a particular product or process characteristic. Subsequently, a decision can be made for the optimum combination of these parameters.
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Parameters design of PI controller and cross-coupling controller using Taguchi method, which generally includes the follow steps. First, set up the control factors and choose the quality characteristic as shown in Table 1 , then select appropriate OA and measurement the performance of system output by OA corresponding; Next, defined as objective of output response, which signal/noise ratio that is index of robustness of system characteristic and defined as followed 
where i y is output response, n is the number of output. In this paper, which design for contour error of S/N ratio is calculated by the-smaller-the-better; Then, analysis of the experimental data using the S/N ratio, max min S / / delta N S N = − to find out which factor are statistically significant and what are the optimal levels of factors; Finally, verify the optimal design parameters though confirmation experiments, shown in Table 2 .
Experimental Verification
This experimental utilizes Taguchi method to derived gains of PI controller, 
Conclusion
In this paper, the contour error which is typical in dual-axes tracking control problem is eliminated by the Taguchi method based cross-coupling control scheme. From the experimental results, the developed approaches demonstrate the performance and applicability under a variety of operating conditions. Fig. 1 . Cross-coupling control and tracking.
